
 

Preparation Before Your Recording Session 

To make the recording process as easy and beneficial as possible, please read ahead the 
following list and do everything you can to prepare for our recording session together. 
Some of these things may sound unnecessary, but I can assure you they all play an 
important part in getting a great recording! 


Pre-Production 

Pre-Production is important to making sure things go smoothly - sort out your tempo/
BPM for each track, and if you have recording capabilities at home (even a phone 
recording will do), record a guitar and rough vocal scratch track (to a click) for your 
drummer to play along to when recording. As we are multi-track recording, we’ll likely be 
tracking the live drums first. It always helps for the drummer to have a structure to play 
along with.


Drums 

Once you have your tempo’s marked out, practice playing to the click and the pre-
recorded demo of the guitar/vocal take - break your parts down and make sure you know 
them by heart. Timing doesn’t have to be completely flawless, but consistent playing is a 
must for a good recording - i.e Kicks and Shells are played loud and strong, Cymbals are 
played soft and made to sing. Don’t rush your fills. 


Think about the type of drum sound you’re going for, and if you want a particular sound, 
send me some reference tracks before hand and we can chat. 


Tuning and heads - Drums need to be tuned at the beginning of the session - if you’re 
not comfortable tuning your drums, let me know and I can tune them at the beginning of 
the session. Heads should be brand new ideally, however this is an extra cost and is 
down to the band whether or not they want to invest in new heads for the session - the 
newer the head, the better the raw drums will sound. Type of head depends on genre and 
style, again talk to me if you want a particular sound and I can advise. 


Also, bring spare sticks!


Bass 

If you’re playing in any kind of rock/metal style I highly recommend the bass player uses a 
pick - in particular an Orange Nylon Tortex 0.60mm. I will have these at the session, but if 
you want to buy some before hand to get used to them, feel free to. If you are a finger 
style bass player, please make sure your playing is consistent between fingers - 
regardless, the bass will not cut in the same way unless you play with a pick. For other 
genres, the bass plays a different role, so use what is comfortable. 




Brand new strings are vital for a great cutting bass tone - and when I say brand new, I 
mean brand new - not put on for the last gig or I changed them last week. Bass strings 
can die within the hour, and you’ll lose quality if they do. I recommend researching what 
gauge string is best for the tuning you’re in, and making sure you have a freshly strung 
bass for the session. I will check the bass is set up properly before recording begins. We’ll 
be recording by taking a DI bass sound, and an amp tone if required. If you have a 
particularly nice bass rig you wish to use, please talk to me before recording. Otherwise 
we will use my Kemper to find a decent tracking tone, and I will re-amp the bass later 
when mixing to fit the song. 


Guitar 

Fresh strings are vital - please make sure you have brand new (and when I say brand new, 
I mean brand new - not put on for the last gig or I changed them last week.) set of strings 
on, and bring a spare set of whichever string you use with you for the session. I 
recommend researching what gauge string is best for the tuning you’re in, and I will check 
the guitar is set up properly before recording begins. 


We’ll be recording by taking a clean DI, and an amp tone through my Kemper. If you have 
a particularly nice guitar rig you wish to use, please talk to me before recording. 
Otherwise we will use my Kemper to find a decent tracking tone, and I will re-amp the 
guitars later when mixing to fit the song.


Guitar picks matter - they affect your tone much more than you probably realise. I 
recommend using the Green Nylon Tortex 0.88mm. I’ll have these during the recording 
session, but if you want to buy some beforehand to get used to them, please do. The 
amount of low end clarity you lose through using a Jazz pick is unreal, so please don’t 
use one of those. 


If you have 2 guitarists, please make sure you know your parts and who’s playing what. It 
might also be worth considering getting your best guitarist to track the majority of the 
parts for tightness. We’ll probably be double tracking more or less every part, so make 
sure you’re well rehearsed and can play each part consistently.


Vocals/Backing Vocals 

Vocalists, please bring with you a lyric sheet for each of your songs. If you want to add 
vocal harmonies, please rehearse and learn these beforehand. If other band members 
want to do backing vocals, again please make sure they are worked out in advance of the 
session, and rehearsed. If a band member wants to do backing vocals but can’t sing very 
well, please don’t be offended when I tell them the best singer will be recording their 
harmonies. 


Please don’t go out drinking the night before a recording session. If you show up 
hungover, your voice is going to be dried out and likely not sound the best it could. Drink 
plenty of water in the days leading up to the session, you’ll be amazed what is does for 
your voice. 




Post Production 

If you have any post production (synths/ambience etc) that you would like help with, 
please talk to me and we can arrange another session for this. 


To Recap 

The most important thing is to be prepared, well rehearsed and that your instruments are 
well set up and performing the best they can. If you feel your instrument may not be ideal 
for recording, please talk to me beforehand and we can arrange using my gear. I have 
plenty of decent drum, bass and guitar equipment that is all well maintained and set up 
for recording. The most important thing to me is making sure your record sounds as great 
as it can. 


Of course it’s important to have fun whilst recording too! Being prepared saves a lot of 
stress, and you’ll perform better because of it. If you have any worries or questions, 
please message me beforehand and I’ll help out in any way I can :-)


Thanks!


